We are a technology recruitment partner focused on search and
selection of IT experts internationally. Currently, we are looking
for an accomplished experts for the role of Build Automation
Engineer. We offer a rewarding and exciting professional
experience and opportunity to develop your career in a highly
competitive international environment.

Build Automation Engineer
Location: Lodz, Poland
Responsibilities / Accountabilities:
Working in Agile environment, as a part of an international, cross-functional DevOps Team, which
serves our R&D department (ca. 200 software engineers and more than 12 scrum teams and 20
software projects)
Building up and maintaining our CI/CD pipelines for building and testing of various high end
surveying instruments and cloud based software solutions mainly developed in C++ and C#
Managing CI/CD pipelines and software releases for various product branches and software
components
Speeding up developers, testers and DevOps engineers through automation
Coaching and training scrum teams to promote best practices in CI
Integrating dependency management tools into various software projects

Professional Qualifications/ Experience:
University qualification in computer science
5+ years of experience as a Software/DevOps Engineer
Strong communication and negotiation skills in English, ability to work in an international and
distributed located environment
Very open personality, driving things, self-organized, pro-active, reliable, having a strong attitude to
"Getting things done"
Experience and showing enthusiasm while working with Linux, Windows and Mac operating systems.
Experience with Git, Artifactory or Nexus, TeamCity or Jenkins, Docker, package managers like Nuget,
PyPi or Conan
Proven track of record using at least two of the following programming languages Python, Kotlin, C#
or Java, C++
Batch and shell scripting experience
Expert in automating pipelines and experiences in dependency and release management.

Offer:

Stable contract of employment
Possibility of remote work
Sports package and private health care
Group life insurance
Good working atmosphere
Working in international environment
Interested candidates should send their resume (CV) to
magdalena.wielgos@itpuzzle.com.pl
with ” Build Automation Engineer" in the subject line.

